Cinescore software is a breakthrough in professional soundtrack creation, automatically generating fully composed, multigenre, production music perfect for movies, slide shows, commercials, and radio productions. Multiple tracks with functional editing capabilities ensure the most accurate fit for your media, while highly customizable, user-defined settings yield an unlimited number of musical choices.

**CINESCORE FEATURES**

For a complete listing of Cinescore features, go to www.sony.com/mediasoftware

- Automatically generates music to fit project length
- Includes 20 fully customizable Themes in multiple genres
- 16-bit, 44.1 kHz song quality for high-fidelity performance
- User-defined settings yield unlimited musical results
- Custom variations can be created and saved
- Hint markers control changes in tempo, mood, and intensity
- Multiple ending types for generated media
- Includes over 300 sound effects and audio transitions
- Themes sorted based on instruments, keywords, and more
- Video scoring track and real-time preview window
- Audio sweetness track
- Real-time audition, timegetitem
- Interactive Show Me How tutorials and online help
- Volume and pan envelopes
- Audio time stretching
- Track markers and regions
- CD audio extraction
- External monitor preview
- Unlimited undo/redo
- Project media bins
Cinescore software introduces new levels of customization, performance, and accuracy to the world of professional soundtrack creation. Automatically generate an unlimited number of musical compositions using royalty-free Theme Packs in a wide array of popular styles. Discover the true potential of your video by taking full control over your soundtrack.

**UNLIMITED RESULTS**
Cinescore software automatically generates an unlimited number of fully orchestrated compositions that custom fit to your video. Adjust parameters such as mood, tempo, and intensity to create anything from complex songs to short and sweet stinger tracks. Cinescore software gives you the tools and flexibility to create highly customizable songs every time for full control over your soundtrack.

**MULTIPLE MEDIA OPTIONS**
Cinescore software imports a wide range of file formats for easy project creation, including AVI, AIFF, BMP, JPG, MP3, MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 video, PCD, PS3, QT, SWF, WMA, and WMV. Arrange your media on the timeline, then create dynamic and effective musical tracks for movies, slideshows, commercials, and radio productions in minutes. Export to popular formats such as MPEG-2 for DVD and MPEG-4 for portable media players.

**TUTORIALS AND HELP**
In-depth tutorials give you single-click access to various topics, from basic project creation to variation settings. Interactive text dialog boxes and guides walk you through step by step so you can learn as you go.
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**SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS**
- Microsoft® Windows® 2000 (SP4) or XP
- 1.5 GHz processor
- 512 MB RAM, 1GB recommended
- 200 MB hard-disk space for program installation
- 1.7 GB hard-disk space for optional Cinescore Theme installation
- Windows-compatible sound card
- CD-ROM drive (for installation from a CD only)
- DVD-ROM drive (for installation of Themes and audio transitions)
- DirectX 9.0c or later
- Internet Explorer 5.1 or later

**MULITPLE OUTPUT OPTIONS**
Deliver projects in nearly any format: ATRAC, AVI, MOV, MP1, OGG, RAI, WMV, WMA, and WMV. Export DVD-compliant MPEG-2 files, as well as PSP™ (PlayStation®Portable) and Apple® iPod™-compatible MPEG-4.

**AUDIO SWEETENING**
Cinescore software includes over 300 sound effects and audio transitions to enhance your soundtrack. Layer musical hits, comedic effects, and sonic textures across multiple tracks to achieve maximum impact.